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Abstract 

In this research work we have developed a frame work for identification of class of hearing disorder using the decision bragged 
tree algorithm applied to the audio test reports dataset of people suffering from hearing impairments, The selection of machine 
algorithm was only done after understanding the nature of dataset , which was non linear and non separable dataset , since , the 
dataset of 60 tests, factor analysis was conducted to identify which parameters can help us design best discriminator for 
identification of hearing disorder class by doing we were able to implement the algorithm with high accuracy and low fraction of 
out of bag errors and margins errors. 
 

 
1. Introduction 
 

It is very challenging for doctors to find which hearing disorder class is the person suffering from even if 
they are known empirically by conducting various test that the person is suffering from a auditory issue. Therefore, 
an auditory test to detect hearing disorder class, it is necessary to develop a understanding of what hearing disorder 
it is [conductive hearing loss, sensor neural hearing loss, or mixed hearing loss] Then, to detect class of hearing 
disorder with high accuracy is a major issue as there are further disorder classes with in these major class . 
Therefore, there is a need for developing a classifier that can aid the doctors for identifying the class of disorder so 
that the treatment can be done correctly in terms of hearing assistive technology. 
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